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IF-THEN-ELSE

Get to know sensors
and block coding

Starter

Algorithmic
Thinking Skills

Learn the algorithmic
skills: the sequence
and steps to move
the mouse robots;
the "algorithm to

reverse"

Learn to code using
the buttons and

gestures; learn to
apply variables.

The logic of IF-THEN-
ELSE with "AND" and

"OR" conditions to code
the sensors: light
sensors, photo

Interrupter and LED
light.



Sushi Restaurant

Our ProgramApply various sensors
with arrays and

functions.

Parking System

WIRELESS

Wireless communication
with micro:bits; apply

ultrasonic sensors and
servo motor to design the

trash-bot.

Learn to design the
auto car park with

ultrasonic and servo
motor; learn to code

with arrays.

Design the robotic arms
with various degree of

freedoms; use the gripper
and move the objects from

1 point to another.
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Design the Lift 

Introduction to
Python (with

sensors)

Learn to code with
Python and micro:bits.

Learn to design
various tools with

python.

Robotic Car

Learn to design a lift
with DC motors and

gears. Apply the
wireless control on

the lift.

Learn to code DC
motors with Python to
control the speeds, the

movement of the
vehicles.

Get to know Python to
read data with sensors,

IF-TEH-ELSE, and various
inouts functions. 



Camera Detection

Colour Sorting
MachineLearn the

fundamental of
Problem Solving by

designing tools with
Python. 

Dry the clothes

Dry the clothes and
control the relays,

fan, bulbs and
humidity sensors.

Learn to operate the
camera and apply the

Python to read the picture
on the computer.

Use colour sensors,
servo motors and

design the codes to
sort the items by

colours.
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Machine Learning
& Developing

Models

Introduction to Data
and Machine Learning.

Type of Data & 
Data Collection

Github & Python
Flask

Learn to collect data
by using various

sensors. Convert the
data into CSV files

Learn to prepare the
data, select the model,

model training and
make predictions.

Create the flask project
on your computer; create

a repository on your
Github and push the

code.



Pose Detection

Introduction to
OpenCV and the basic

features.

Face Mesh
Detection

OpenCV
HandDetection

Learn to use the
OpenCV library to detect
the fingers and add the

sounds to Jupyter.
Learn to use the library

and detect the body
movement. Describe a

pose of a person.

Detect key facial
features from images;
determine age, gender

and emotions.


